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FRIDAY, JUNE 8, 2007

Pension and Health Benefits Review Commission Meeting 10:00 AM
Division of Pensions and Benefits, 50 West State St., Trenton, NJ
No verbal comments are accepted during the meeting. The Commission should receive written comments at least ten business days in advance of the meeting.

A3805 (Steile, Alfred E.), Equal Benf. Act of 2007
A3811 (Dohertey, Michael J.+19), PERS-defines calculation new memb SS tax
A4050 (Conaway, Herb/Van Nieri Hurtle, Valerie+1), HPV vaccine-concerns coverage
A4079 (Thompson, Samuel D.), Rivera Jr., Guillermo-special leg.
A4080 (Thompson, Samuel D.), O'Connor, John-special leg., police dept
S2257 (Barz, Martha W./Allen, Diane B.), PERS-concerns optional memb.
S2259 (Kyillos, Joseph M.), O'Connor, John-special leg., police dept
S2612 (Lance, Leonard), PERS-defines calculation new memb SS tax

MONDAY, JUNE 11, 2007

*ASSEMBLY SESSION 1:00 PM Assembly Chambers
Voting Session:
A200 (Roberts, Joseph J./Panter, Michael J./Wahlen, Jim), Leg. Ethical Standards Comm.-memb.
A282 (Cohn, Neil M./McKeon, John F./Hackett, Mims+1), UEZ proj.-concerns funding
A368 (Chatzidakis, Larry/Chivukula, Upendra J.), Recycled products-concerns marketing
A473 (Green, Jerry V./Johnson, Gordon M.), Truth in Renting booklet-concerns
A524 (Gusciora, Reed/Greenstein, Linda R./Van Drew, Jeff/Albano, Nelson T.+, Credit card solications, cert.-proh.
A992 (Sendier, Linda/Cohen, Neil M./Green, Jerry/Greenstein, Linda R.+11), Dispensing medicine-concerns
A1044 (Van Drew, Jeff/Johnson, Gordon M./Egan, Joseph V./Greenstein, Linda R.+9), Plant closings, cert-prenotification req
A1343 (Watson Coleman, Bonnie/Caraballo, Wilfredo/Gusciora, Reed), Affordable housing-concerns
A1740 (Johnson, Gordon M./Van Nieri Hurtle, Valerie+1), Pol. contrib. by pub. agencies-proh.
A1840 (Greenstein, Linda R./McKeon, John F./Gordon, Robert M./Manzo, Louis M.+11), Env. crimes-em. statute of limitations
A2112 (Rooney, John E.), Haz. substances, flood plains-concerns
A2158 (Mayer, David R./McHose, Alison Littel/Vas, Joseph V./Van Drew, Jeff+1), Police ref., officer-concerns firearms
A2224 (Van Drew, Jeff/Giblin, Thomas P.+1), Co corrections-off auth. to carry firearm
A2331 (Vandervalk, Charles/Prieto, Vincent), Genetic counselor-req. rfc.
A2469 (Cohen, Neil M./O'Toole, Kevin J./Panter, Michael J.), Corruption of pub. resources-estab crime
A2539 (Mayer, David R./Moriarty, Paul D./Van Drew, Jeff/Vas, Joseph+9), Consumer Telephone Records Prot. Act
A2686 (Moriarty, Paul D./Mayer, David R./Voss, Joan M.+2), Bikes w/quick release wheels-proh. sale
A2804 (Diegnan, Patrick J./Barnes, Peter J./Stack, Brian P./McKeon, John F.+15), Crecosote-treated product-proh. sale/use

ASSEMBLY SESSION (continued)
A2889 (Batemann, Christopher/Handlin, Amy H./Buzichelli, John J.), Bus., relocating to St-prov. website
A3305 (O'Toole, Kevin J./Handlin, Amy H./Panter, Michael J.), Pub. Corruption Profiteering Penal. Act
A3307 (Albano, Nelson T./Van Drew, Jeff/Munoz, Eric/Gordon, Robert M.), Primary care-clarity definition
A3314 (Cryan, Joseph+8), Student drop-out/graduation rate-concern
A3325 (Whelan, Jim+2), Absentee ballot issue-concerns
A3376 (Trump, Brian E./Connors, Christopher J.), Domestic viol. assessments-concerns
A3383 (Fisher, Douglas H.), Govt. affairs agents-req cert disclosure
A3341 (Van Drew, Jeff/Albano, Nelson T./Whelan, Jim/Beale, Francis J.+2), Casino reg.-ld., approp act not in effect
A3450 (Gusciora, Reed/Cohen, Neil M./Deval, Subsidy Job Goals Acct. Act
A3451 (Schaefer, Gary S./Cohen, Neil M.+12), Religious practices-unlawful to discrim.
A3511 (Quigley, Joan M./Manzo, Louis M./Sires, Albo/Stack, Brian P.+5), Handgun sales-concerns
A3512 (Schaefer, Gary S./Gordon, Robert M.+9), Religious observance-admin. cert. tests
A3513 (Schaefer, Gary S./Gordon, Robert M.+10), Religious observance-lic. test dates
A3515 (Schaefer, Gary S./Gordon, Robert M.), Nursing home resid.-religious diet req.
A3517 (Schaefer, Gary S.+8), Health care fac.-religious accommodation
A3541 (Giblin, Thomas P./Wisniewski, John S./Gordon, Robert M.), Rt. 23-desig. as Robert A Roe Hwy.
A3570 (Diegnan, Patrick J./Cryan, Joseph/Munoz, Eric/Payne, William D./Gregg, Guy R.+10), Billy's Law-estab.
A3692 (Lampatt, Pamela R./Greenwald, Louis D./McKeon, John F.+2), Sexually oriented bus.-mun. reg.
A3693 (Lampatt, Pamela R./Greenwald, Louis D./McKeon, John F.+2), Sexually oriented bus.-zoning req.
A3783 (Steile, Alfred E.), Constable training-concerns
A3790 (Cohen, Neil M./Stack, Brian P./Panter, Michael J.+6), Physical therapy svc.-concerns access
A3845 (Batemann, Christopher), Green bldgs.-concerns
A3875 (Barors, Bill/Greenstein, Linda R./Chiukula, Upeandra J.), Crimes-concerns statute of limitations
A3951 (Lampatt, Pamela R.), Water Supply Fd.-approp. Camden Co. proj
A3966 (Quigley, Joan M./Pou, Nellie/Prieto, Vincent+1), MV accident reports-concerns
A3977 (Scalera, Frederick/Giblin, Thomas P./Diegnan, Patrick J.+1), Pub. utl. emp.-concerns
A3989 (Panter, Michael J.+2), Continuing care retir. community-concern
A4009 (Caraballo, Wilfredo/Egan, Joseph V./Burzichelli, John J./Van Drew, Jeff/Greenstein, Linda R.), Constr. emp.-concerns classification
A4011 (Greenstein, Linda R./Panter, Michael J./O'Toole, Kevin J./Malone, Joseph R.), Leg. ethics-concerns
A4052 (Whelan, Jim/Albano, Nelson T./McKeon, John F./Biondo, Peter J./O'Toole, Kevin J./Malone, Joseph R./Van Drew, Jeff+3), Leg.-res Turkish receiv. of things of value
A4013 (Panter, Michael J./Schaefer, Gary S./O'Toole, Kevin J./Malone, Joseph R./Biondo, Peter J.+2), Governmental affairs agents-concerns
A4014 (Conners, Jack/Conway, Herb/McKeon, John F./Malone, Joseph R./Biondo, Peter J./O'Toole, Kevin J.+2), Pub. off candidate-proh contrib cert ids
A4404 (Conway, Herb/Chiukula, Upeandra J./Prieto, Vincent/Greenstein, Linda R./Van Drew, Jeff/Gordon, Robert M./Munoz, Eric+2), Health Info. Tech. Promotion Act
A4405 (Gordon, Robert M./Cruz-Perez, Nina S./Malone, Joseph R./Johnson, Gordon M./Manzo, Louis M.+13), Towing co.-req. lic and regulates
A4149 (Conway, Herb/Cohen, Neil M./Manzo, Louis M./Gordon, Robert M.+1), Health benf. plans-concerns
Assembly Education Meeting 12:00 PM

Committee Room 16, 4th Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ

Chair: Asm. Stanley, Craig A.

A-4336 Establishes NJSDA and revises school construction program; A-4337 Revives school employees criminal history check process are on the agenda pending introduction and referral.

A738 [Blee, Francis J./Quigley, Joan M./Stanley, Craig A./Van, Joseph H.], Interscholastic athletic prog-concerns

A3803 [Greenstein, Linda R./Johnson, Gordon M./Lampitt, Pamela R./Vainer, Hullette, Valerie], Harassment prev., pub., sch.-concerns

A4256 [Scala, Frederick], Interscholastic athletic prog.-estab.

A4272 [Panter, Michael J.], Pupils, reside on fed. prop.-concerns

S993 [Buono, Barbara/Buxco, Anthony R.]-3, Harassment prev., pub. sch.-concerns

Assembly Environment and Solid Waste Meeting 10:00 AM

Committee Room 9, 3rd Floor State House Annex, Trenton, NJ

Chair: Asm. McKeon, John F.

A-4331 Connors/Rumf (pending introduction and referral), A-4332 McKeon (pending introduction and referral), and AF-264 Bodine/McKeon (pending introduction and referral) will also be considered.

A3275 [Panter, Michael J.], Fish and Game Council-concerns

A3864 [Greenstein, Linda R.], Highlands Region, pinelands area-concern


A4156 [Watson Coleman, Bonnie/Panter, Michael J./Greenstein, Linda R.]-2, Energy efficiency standard-cert. product

A4211 [Panter, Michael J./Greenstein, Linda R.], Renewable energy sources-concerns

A4265 [Manzo, Louis M.], Recyclable material, cert.-concerns

Assembly Financial Institutions and Insurance Meeting 10:00 AM

Committee Room 15, Fourth Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ

Chair: Asm. Cohen, Neil M.

A1511 [Oliver, Sheila Y./Greenstein, Linda R./Cruz-Perez, Nilsa]-2, Wrongful death act-amends

A3289 [Cohen, Neil M.], Domestic insur. co.-concerns investments

A3882 [Cohen, Neil M.], Svc. contracts-concerns

A4068 [Burzichelli, John J./Schaer, Gary S.]-12, Real Estate Installment Contract Act

Assembly Health and Senior Services Meeting 2:00 PM

Committee Room 16, 4th Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ

Chair: Asm. Conway, Herb

A4178 [Greenstein/Stender](pending referral), A4327 [Moriarty/Greenstein](pending intro & referral), A4328 [Greenstein/Moriarty](pending intro & referral)

A445 [Van, Joseph/Diegnan, Patrick J./Van, Drew, Jeff J.-4], Hosp. Infection Reporting Act

A1890 [McKeon, John F./Vainer Hullette, Valerie], Flavored tobacco products-prods. sale

A2225 [Van, Drew, Jeff J./Albano, Nelson T.], Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-estab.

A2228 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Engan, John V./Barnes, Peter J.]-1, Pharmacy Discount Prescription Drug Prog

A3795 [Vainer Hullette, Valerie/Voss, Joan M./Quigley, Joan M.]-3, HPV-estab. pub. awareness campaign

A4045 [Conway, Herb/Manzo, Louis M./Pietro, Vincent], Infection control-health care fac. act. amends

A4148 [Conway, Herb/Cohen, Neil M.-1, Health Care Qual. Act-revises


A4180 [Conners, Jack/Conaway, Herb], PAAD elig.-excl Medicare Part B premiums

A4208 [Panter, Michael J./Munoz, Eric/Cohen, Neil M.]-22, Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy Ed/Prog Act

A4216 [McKeon, John F.], Pregnant women, newborns-HIV testing

A4242 [Blee, Francis J.], Colorectal, prostate cancer-detection

A3864 [Greenstein, Linda R.], Highlands Region, pinelands area-concern

A3882 [Cohen, Neil M.], Svc. contracts-concerns

Committee Room 12, 4th Floor, State House Annex

S993 [Buono, Barbara/Kean, Thomas H./Smith, Bob]-19, Global Warming Response Act

Voting Session: Board list to be announced

*Senate Budget and Appropriations Meeting 10:00 AM

Committee Room 15, 4th Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ

Chair: Sen. Kenny, Bernard F.

A3024 [Blauser, Gary S./Whelan, Jim/Wolf, David W./Malone, Joseph R.-6], Finan. literacy pilot prog.-estab.

A3985 [Chatzidakis, Larry/Stender, Linda/Chivukula, Uphenda J./Rooney, John E./Van, Drew, Jeff J.-5], Compact fluorescent light bulbs-concerns


S2101 [Sarlo, Paul A./Dorla, Joseph V.]-2, Finan. literacy pilot prog.-estab.

S2114 [Buono, Barbara/Kean, Thomas H./Smith, Bob]-19, Global Warming Response Act

Committee Room 12, 4th Floor, State House Annex

S993 [Buono, Barbara/Kean, Thomas H./Smith, Bob]-19, Global Warming Response Act

*Senate Judiciary Meeting 10:00 AM

Committee Room 4, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton NJ

Chair: Sen. Adler, John H.

Please note: nominees may be added.

Considered:

to be a member of the Board of Examiners of Electrical Contractors:

Robert A. McCullough of Tuckerton to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Credit Union Advisory Council:

Shirley Spruill of Somerset to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Local Finance Board:

Honorable Susan Bass Levin of Cherry Hill to replace Chairwoman Charlotte DeFiippo, resigned, for the term prescribed by law.
MONDAY, JUNE 18, 2007 (continued)

*Senate Judiciary Meeting (continued)*

Interviewed:

- to be a Judge of the Superior Court:
  - Francis Hodgson, Jr. of Surf City for the term prescribed by law.
  - Dennis R. O'Brien of Fair Haven for the term prescribed by law.

- to be an Administrative Law Judge:
  - Leslie Z. Celentano of Bedminster to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.

ASSEMBLY SESSION Assembly Chambers
Voting Session: Time and board list to be announced

THURSDAY, JUNE 21, 2007

ASSEMBLY SESSION Assembly Chambers
Voting Session: Time and board list to be announced

MONDAY, JUNE 25, 2007

SENATE SESSION 2:00 PM Senate Chambers
10:00 AM: Select Committees to meet at the call of the Senate President
Voting Session: Board list to be announced

ASSEMBLY SESSION Assembly Chambers
Voting Session: Time and board list to be announced

THURSDAY, JUNE 28, 2007

SENATE SESSION 2:00 PM Senate Chambers
Voting Session: Board list to be announced